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Health insurance –
who pays for what?

New flights between Dijon,
Bordeaux and Toulouse
Eastern Airways has returned to France, but on this
occasion to operate domestic flights rather than to the UK.
The first flight took off from Dijon-Bourgogne airport at
7.45am on September 20 destined for Bordeaux. A second
route, Dijon to Toulouse, starts on September 27. There will
be two daily flights in each direction, with one on Sundays.
Fares to both destinations start at €82 including tax.
This is the first time in seven years that commercial
flights have flown from Dijon-Bourgogne airport, although
Eastern Airways had considered opening a route to the UK
some three years ago.
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New names
for the
European
health forms








S1 (formerly the
E121) is for those
who have reached
retirement age in their
country of origin, and
will be covered in
France as long as they
stay in France.
S1 (formerly the
E106) is for those
who have paid into the
health system of their
country for a certain
time, but have not yet
reached retirement
age. The health office
will provide this form,
which enables people
to obtain cover in the
French system up to a
maximum of two
years.
S1 (formerly the
E109) is for those
who still work in their
country, but live in
France (or their
family does). This
means that they still
pay into the health
system
of
their
country, but will
receive health cover in
the country where
they live. This form is
obtained upon special
request.
S2 (formerly the
E112)
is
a
complementary form
which adds to one of
the three previous
forms in case the
person has a preexisting
medical
condition.

Unmarried
couples
What
can
unmarried
partners do, one registered
with CPAM, the other
having no right to an S form
yet? They should go and see
the mayor of their place of
residence and ask for a
certificat de concubinage
(proof that they live as a

couple). Thanks to this
document, delivered simply
and for free, the second
person can be registered as
dependent and can be
covered by the E form and
the top-up health policy too
if they wish.
With these E-forms, you
can go to the local CPAM
office, in your préfecture or
sous-préfecture town, and
obtain registration.

Details of flight times and fares are available at http://www.easternairways.fr

Get hitched before New Year
It is likely to be more expensive taxwise to get married next
year. Budget Minister François Baroin has confirmed that
he has proposed changing the rules. At present, it is possible
to make three different tax declarations in one year when
you tie the knot, one each and one for the couple. This has
the effect of reducing the rate of taxation because income is
treated in two separate periods. So if you are going to do it
and you pay tax in France, get going.
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Registering
for health
cover
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T

his information is
relevant for people
coming
from
a
European country with an
S1 or S2 form, formerly
called E121, E106 or E109,
or, more occasionally, an
E112, and who wish to live
in France.

To do this, you will need to
submit:
a copy of your
passport
 a copy of your birth
certificate
a
copy of your
marriage certificate or
certificat
de
concubinage,
if
applicable
 proof
of address
(electricity, telephone
or water bill)
 bank
RIB
(identification number
of a French bank
account)


NB: Before the last
change of rules of the
CPAM, even with no Eform, you could register and
obtain cover by paying a
contribution based on your
income. This is no longer
possible.

Who pays?
CPAM will reimburse
medical costs, and will turn
to the healthcare office of
the country of origin of the
person to obtain refund.
For visitors on a short
stay in France with an EHIC
(European health insurance
card), rules are different.

Why, what
and how
about CPAM?
CPAM stands for Caisse
Primaire
d’Assurance
Maladie.
The
French
government created the
Social Security system after
World War II, in 1946.
Then, anyone living in
France was covered for any
health cost.
As years went by,
society changed, medical
care improved, people lived

longer, and medical costs
increased tremendously up
to a point when the French
Social Security realised
they could no longer pay
100% of the costs.
This is when CPAM
started to set up reference
prices
which
were
only partly refunded (80%
for hospitalisation, 70% for
visits to the GP, specialists,
radiologist, dentist, 55% or
35% for medication, and nil
for medication that is not on
their list).
Reference prices are
regularly reviewed, but in
many cases, for example for
glasses or false teeth
(prothèses dentaires), the
reference price is far below
the real cost to the patient,
so the refund by CPAM
is low.
The same applies if you
want to have a private room
at the clinic or hospital.
Some doctors, specialists or
clinics also charge more
than the reference price.

Top-up cover
This is why it is a good idea
to take out a top-up health
cover. The basic top-up
cover will refund you the
difference between the
reference price and what the
CPAM refunds. You can
also take out 125%, 150%
or even 200% cover – in
which case, you receive 25,
50 or 100% of the reference
price, on top of the
reference price.
In France, there are no
excesses, whether on the
CPAM cover or on the topup cover. Every time you
need treatment, you receive
a refund.
CPAM will always take
you on board under the

conditions described above,
even if you are disabled or
have a pre-existing health
condition. Many top-up
insurance companies will
also give you cover without
asking you to fill in a
questionnaire, except for the
highest cover (200% and
above).

Did you
know…. ?
A law called Loi Évin
states
that
insurance
companies cannot cancel
their top-up cover, if
it has been running for more
than two years. The only
valid reason for cancellation
by the company would
be
non-payment
of
the premium.
Some companies even
give the Loi Évin guarantee
from
the
day
of
subscription,
without
waiting for the second
anniversary of the policy.
If a client’s condition
deteriorates, and needs
higher medical costs,
insurance companies in
France are not allowed to
make specific premium
increases linked with the
number of claims, and can
only
apply
standard
increases on all their health
policies.
But they are
allowed to add increases
linked to the age of the
client (for instance at 65,
then at 70 etc…).
Unlike
in
some
countries, French top-up
insurance companies are not
allowed to ask their clients
to declare a change in their
health, in case this is used as
a reason to cancel the policy
or dramatically increase
the premium.

Technically
speaking
with Marcus Williamson

Broadband – a
question of distance?
Issue 3 (Broadband Internet
choices) gave a link where you can
work out whether you can get
broadband and what the maximum
possible speed available is.
A reader in Thiviers, Mr S, kindly wrote in with the
results of the test that he ran from his home using the
website here:
www.dslvalley.com/adsl/deploiement.html

He asked for more explanation of the figures and for
an idea of the maximum speed that he could get on his
broadband connection.
Distance vous séparant du central : 05800m
Taux d’attenuation : 60.71 db
ADSL2 : 512 kbps
What do these numbers mean in reality?
The first figure shows us the distance from the
exchange (central), in this case 5800 metres. The second
figure shows us the amount, in technical terms
(decibels), by which the signal has been weakened
(attenué) in travelling this distance and the third figure
shows the maximum speed of broadband connection that
we might expect to obtain this far from the exchange.
The maximum speed possible is related to the
distance from the exchange. Here is a page which
shows, in the form of a graph, the relationship between
your distance from the exchange and the maximum
speed you are likely to be able to get:
www.broadbandspeedchecker.co.uk/guides/adsl_and_distance.aspx

The site is in English but the information applies
equally well to broadband users in France.
In the case of Mr S, at a distance of 5,800 metres
from the exchange, the maximum speed possible using
ADSL2 technology will only ever be 512kps or 0.5
megabits per second. This requires the use of a special
‘Speedtouch’ ADSL router, which Mr S already has,
whereas the standard Orange ADSL router does not
seem to cope at this distance.
So, sorry Mr S, that’s the fastest currently possible on
your telephone line, but it is at least 10 times faster than
a standard dial-up modem connection, which many
people use, if broadband is not available.
French Week invites you to email your technology
questions to cointechno@french-week.com

